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In this note, starting from the notion of "unambiguity" ofthe product of two 
subsets of a free monoid, two preliminary characterizations of "variable 
length codes" are given. By making use of some auxiliary lemmas, from the first 
we derive in a very simple manner the Sardinas and Patterson theorem on the 
unique decipherability of coded messages. From the second we are able to obtain 
a new proof of the Schtitzenberger theorem characterizing the free submonoids 
of a free monoid. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A characterization f the subsets of a free monoid which are acceptable 
variable length codes, or simply codes, has been done by Sardinas and Patterson 
(1953), in the context of communication theory. Moreover SchiJtzenberger 
(1956), Sevrin (1960), and Cohn (1962) gave some equivalent mathematical 
characterizations of the free submonoids of a free monoid. 
The two previous problems are indeed strictly tied since a subset _// of a 
free monoid X* is a code (or base) if and only if the monoid M generated by 
it is free and _//is the unique minimal set of generators of M. 
In this note we first state some elementary propositions on the "unam- 
biguity" of the product of two subsets of a free monoid, by means of which 
two preliminary characterizations of the codes are given. The first allows the 
deduction, in a natural way, of the Sardinas and Patterson theorem. The proof 
needs only a simple lemma relating the "residual sets" of different order of a 
given subset of a free monoid. It seems to be more direct and algebraic than 
the previous ones (Sardinas and Patterson, 1953; Bandyopadhyay, 1963; 
Riley, 1967). The second code condition can be split in two equations: the 
first expresses the minimality of the set of generators and the second is exactly 
equivalent to the Sehiitzenberger theorem, as it is possible to prove. 
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2. NOTATIONS AND MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES 
In the following, N denotes the set of nonnegative integers and X a non- 
empty set, or alphabet. X*  is the free monoid of alphabet .3f, 1 its unit element 
and X+:=X*- -  1. For any submonoid M of X* ,  M+:=M--1  and 
:~ M + --  (M+) ~ is the unique minimal set of generators of M (Sevrin, 
1960; Tilson, 1972). The length of a word x e X*  will be, as usual, denoted 
by lx [ .  
I f  A, B ~ X* then A @ B and AB denote the join and theproduct of A and 
B, A* the submonoid of X* generated by A, A- IB  and BA - i  the subsets 
of X* defined as 
A-~B={xeX* IAxC~Bv~; J} ,  BA- I -~{xeX* IxAnB@;~}.  (2.1) 
We shall further denote by A × B and A o B the subsets of X*:  
A × B := A-1B - /B - IA  = B × A,  A o B :=  AB -1 + BA -~ ~- B o A. (2.2) 
Let A be a subset of X*. We consider the following infinite sequence of 
sets A i (i e N), called right residuals of A, defined as: 
A o = A, A i = A - iA  - -  1, Ai+ 2 ~ A X A i+l ,  i e AT. (2.3) 
In a similar way also left residuals ~i (i e N)  of A can be defined as: 
s o = A,  a i = AA -1 --  1, ~+2 = A o ~i+i, i e N. (2.4) 
DEFINITION 2.1. The product AB(A ,  B C X* )  is unambiguous if and only 
if for each word x e AB there is a unique pair a, b with a e A and b e B such 
that x = ab. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The product AB  is unambiguous i f  and only i f  
X + (3 A -1A  (3 BB - i  == ;~. (2.5) 
Proof. I f  the product AB is ambiguous (i.e., not unambiguous) then there 
are elements a', a" e A (a' =/= a") and b', b" e B (b' ~ b") such that a'b' = a"b". 
Without loss of generality we may suppose I a' I < I a" [. By the lemma of Levi 
(1944) a a e X+ has to exist such that a'a = a" and b' = ab". This implies 
X + c~ A-aA  c~ BB -1 v~ 25. Vice versa, if X + (3 A- iA  (3 BB - i  v~ f5 then 
there exist acr e X + and elements a', a" e A,  b', b" ~ B such that a'a = a" 
and b' = ab". From these relations one obtains a'b' -~ a'ab" = a"b" with 
a' =# a" and b' va b" so that the product AB is ambiguous. []  
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Let us now write Eq. (2.5) in two different ways which will be utilized by 
us to prove the Sardinas and Patterson theorem and the Schiitzenberger 
theorem. 
We first observe that from Definition (2.1) of the operation _d-iB it follows 
that for all C C X* 
C n A - IB  = ~ +-+ AC n B = ;~. (2.6) 
Since X + c~ A-1A = Ai ,  Eq. (2.3) can be written as -//1 n BB - i  = ~ and 
by using Eq. (2.6) it is equivalent to 
A1B n B ----- 2~. (2.7) 
I f  C is any subset of/31 := BB - i  - -  1, and since C n BB - i  = C and by 
Eq. (2.6) C n A-1A = ;~ +-+ AC n A = y ,  then Eq. (2.5) is equivalent to 
.4 c3 AC = N and [X* - -  (C + 1)] ~ A-1A n BB -1 = ;~. (2.8) 
Remark 1. We note that Eq. (2.5) is also equivalent to 
A n dp l  = ;~ (2.9) 
and if C _C A 1 , to 
BC n B = ;~ and IX* - -  (C + 1)] n A-1A n BB -1 = ~ (2.10) 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let A be a subset of X +. A is a code i f  and only i f  the 
product AA  * is unambiguous. 
Pro@ I f  .d is a code it can never occur, by definition, that am' = bin" 
with a, b e A, a va b and m', m" c A* ,  so that the product AA*  has to be 
unambiguous. Vice versa let us suppose the product r id*unambiguous.  I f  
A(A  C X +) were not a code, then a word m E AA*  of minimal ength would 
exist having two different factorizations in terms of the elements of A. There- 
fore one could write m = am' ~ bin" with m', m" c A* ,  a, b ~ .4 and a @ b 
from the minimality hypothesis. This would then contradict that the product 
.dA* is unambiguous. [ ]  
In a similar way one can prove that if .d C X +, then _d is a code iff the 
product A*A is unambiguous. 
From Eq. (2.5) and (2.6) one has, in particular, that if A C X+, the product 
AX*(X*A)  is unambiguous iff A ~ AX+ = ~ (X+A n A = ;g), i.e., A 
is a prefix-code (suffix-code). 
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3. THE SARDINAS AND PATTERSON THEOREM 
In this section we give a characterization f codes which, as we shall prove, 
is equivalent to the Sardinas and Patterson theorem. 
Let A be a subset of X+. From Proposition 2.2 and Eq. (2.7) one has: 
A code +-~ A1A* n A* = ~.  (3.1) 
Since A* ~ ~i~N A~, Eq. (3.1) can be written as 
Acode~-~ ~ A1A ~nA J = ~,  (3.2) 
i , JEN 
that is, 21 is a code if and only if all the terms of the double infinite matrix 
IA i  Ai (h A~ I(i,j e N)  are empty sets. I f  R~ denotes the sum of the elements 
of kth diagonal of the above matrix 
k 
R~ := ~ A i fh Ai  A~:-~, h e N 
z~O 
then ~i.j~ze AzA inA~ ~NR~,  so that since R 0= lnA  1 = ~,  
Eq. (3.2) is equivalent to 
A code ~ ~ Rk = D. (3.3) 
k>~l 
The main result of this section is Theorem 3.1 which, with Eq. (3.3), 
implies 
Acode+-~VA~nA = ~,  
k~>l 
that is the Sardinas and Patterson theorem. 
Theorem 3.1 is a straightforward consequence of Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 
3.1 to which we premise the following two elementary propositions. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. I f  A, B, C, D are subsets of X*  then 
A n (B-1C) D + D n (C-IB) A :/= ;~ ~ BA (h CD :/= ;~. (3.4) 
Proof. (-+) If  A n (B-1C) D =/= ~ then there exist elements ~ e B-1C 
and a e A, b ~ B, c e C, d E D such that a = ~d and bf = c. Thus ba = b~d = 
cd, that is BAn CD ~ ~.  Permuting D with A and B with C one has also 
D n (C-1B) A ~ sg ~ BA c~ CD =/= ~,  which concludes the proof of the 
implication --~. 
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(~--) I f  BAC~CD-¢=~,  then there exist elements aeA,  beB,  
c e C, d e D such that ba = cd. By the Levi lemma there are two possibilities: 
i. c =b~wi thaeX*anda =ad,  
ii. b =cawi th~eX*andaa =d.  
Thus in the case i. a ~ B-1C and _/I c~ (B-1C) D ~ ~ , while in the case ii. 
a e C-1B and D n (C-1B) A ~ 2J. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. I f  A, B, C, D C_ X*, then 
A n (B×C)D + D n (C×B)A  ~ 25 .-~BA n CD + BD n CA =/= ~. (3.5) 
Proof. From Definition (2.2) of the operation X, one has that 
21 n (B × C) D + D n (C × B) A = [./1 n (B-IC) D + D n (C-~B)A] 
+ [An  (C-~B) D @ D n (B-1C)A]. 
Thus, using Proposition 3.1, Eq. (3.5) follows. []  
Remark 2. We observe that if A, B, C, D C_ X*, one can derive in a similar 
way that 
A n D(BC -~) + D n A(CB -~) 5a ~ ~-~ AC n DB ~a cg 
and 
A n D(B o C) + D n A(C o B) ~= ~ +-~ AC n DB + AB r3 DC ~ 2s. (3.6) 
For any A C X + and for all i, j, h e N let us define the following family of 
sets: 
A(i,L~ ) :=  A i (3 AhA j. (3.7) 
LEMMA 3.1. For all h >~ 2 and i, j ~ N 
A(i.],h ) -{- A(].~,h ) =~ ~J ~ A(i+l.],h_l) -~ A(j+l,i.h,_l) =j= ~,  (3.8) 
Proof. By Definitions (3.7) and (2.2) one has that for h >/2  and i, j e N 
A(~,~.,~) + A(j,~,h) = A ~ n (A × A~_I) AJ + AJ n (A × A~,_I) A i, 
so that by using Proposition 3.2, Eq. (3.8) is derived. []  
Remark 3. Let us note that defining the family of sets ~(i, j ,a):= 
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A i ~ A~n (i, j, h ~ N), one can easily prove by means of Eq. (3.6) that for 
h /> 2 and i, j eN  
0~(i,i,h) -~- 0~(j,i,h) 7(= ~ +--> 0~(i+1.],h--1) -t- 0~(~+1.i,h--1) 7(= ~.  (3.9) 
COROLLAa¥ 3.1. For all h, k >/ 1 
7c ?c--I 
A(,.~_~,h) # ;~ +-+ ~ A0.k_l_m,+x) =/= ;~. (3.10) 
J=O j=0 
Proof. Let us note that 
k--1 /~--1 
Z A(LTc-l-J,h+l) = E [A0"./c-I-Lh+I) "@ /(/~--l--j,Lh+l)]" 
~'=o j=0 
By Eq. (3.8) one has that for all h, k >/ 1 and 0 ~< j ~< k --  1 
A(L~_I_j,h+I) + A(~_I_LL~+I) =/: 2~ ~ A(~+~,~_I_~,~) + A(~_~,L~ ) 5/: 2~. 
Therefore summing up both the sides of the previous equation with j varying 
from 0 to k -- 1, one gets: 
~2 A(J,~-I-J,~+I) 
j=0 
k--1 /~ 
:~=0 3=1 
A Since for k > 0 A(o.~.h)-----~, ~2~=1 (j,~_j,~) = Zj=0A(j,~_j,~), so that 
Eq. (3.10) is derived. [] 
THEOaEM 3.1. For all k >~ 1 
(3.11) 
Pro@ When k = 1, R I = A c~ A 1 so that Eq. (3.11) is obviously true. /c 
When k >~ 2 since R~ := Z~=o A(J,e-~a) then by using Corollary 3.1 and 
iterating (k -  1)-times Eq. (3.10) in the case h = 1, one obtains that for 
all k >~ 2: 
1 
j~0 
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But A(0,L~) = 2~ and A(Lo.~) = A n A~ so that 
A n A ~  ~+~R~ ~.  [] 
We conclude this section observing that by means of Eq. (3.9) it is possible 
to prove in the same way as Corollary 3.1 that for all h, k >/1 
%,~-~',~) ~- ;~ +-+ ~ %,~-~-L~+1) =/= g.  (3.12) 
Now if A 2 X+ the code-condition for it can be expressed by Proposition 2.2 
and Eq. (2.9) as 
A code +-~ the product A*A is unambiguous <-~ A* n A*~ = 25. 
The condition A* n A*o~ = ~ is equivalent to ~]j~o ~(J,~-L1) = ~,  for 
all k >/ 1 and by Eq. (3.12) to Ve~>l A n ~7, -= N. 
Therefore in this way one obtains the Sardinas and Patterson theorem 
relative to left residuals. 
4. THE SCHUTZENBERGER THEOREM 
The condition that A ___ X+ is a code can be written in a different way by 
using Proposition 2.2 and Eq. (2.8). Setting in this latter equation 
B = M ~= A* and C = M + one derives: 
A code +-~ A n AM+ = ~ and (X* - -  M)  n A-1A n MM -~ = ~.  (4.1) 
The equation A (~ AM+ = ~ expresses the minimality of the set A(A  2 X +) 
of generators of the monoid M ~- A*. In fact one has: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. A(A  C X +) is the minimal set of generators of M ~ A*  
i f  and only i f  A n AM + = ~.  
Proof. The minimal set of generators of the monoid M ~ A* is ~ := 
M + - -  (M+) ~. Since M + = AA*  one gets: 
2f/I = AA*  - -  A2A * ~- A --  A~A *. 
Thus 2 f /= A if and only i rA  n AM+ = ~.  [] 
The equation (X* - -  M)  n A-1A n MM -1 = ~ is equivalent, as we 
shall prove by Lemma 4.1, to the equation 
(X*  - -  M)  (5 M-1M n MM -1 = ~,  
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characterizing the free submonoids of X*  (Schiitzenberger theorem, 1956). 
Thus it expresses the fact that M has to be a free submonoid of X*. 
LEMMA 4.1. For any set A of  generators of  a submonoid M of  X*  one 
has that 
(X*  - -  M) n A -*A  n MM -~ -7:= ~ 4-+ (X*  - -  M)  ~ M-*M n MM -~ =/: ~ .  
Proof. (--~). It  is trivial since A-1A C M-~M so that 
(X*  - -  M)  n A -1A n MM -1 C (X*  - -  M)  n M-~M n MM-L  
(+--) I f  (X*  - -  M)  ch MqM n MM -1 ~ ~ then there must exist a 
word weM + of minimal length such that w=w'~ and s%=v'  with 
~eX*  - -  Mand w', v, v' EM +. 
Let A be any set of generators of M. We can express the relation w = w's e
in the form: 
w = ail ' "  aih = a, 1 "'" ajk(, h, k >~ 1, 
where the a with subscripts denote elements of A - -  I. Since the length of w is 
minimal a~- ~ a51. I f  t % I > ] a~ 1 ][] aq ] < I aj~ [] by the lemma of Levi 
one has aq = aala[ajz = aq~], aa,~ "" ai~ = a~ 2 "'" a j~[aq  .'. ai~ = aa~ 2 "'" a~ k
and a e X* - -  M because of the minimality of the length of w. From the 
equation ~v = v' one obtains: 
aai~ "" ainv = a~2 "" a~v = a~2 ... a~v'[ai2 "'" aihv = era& "" a&v']. 
Therefore in any case there exists a ~ e X* - -  M such that A n Aa  @ 2~ 
and aMn M =/= ~,  that is (X*  - -  M)  n A -1A ch MM -1 ~ ;g. [] 
Let us recall that a submonoid M of X* is free if and only if the minimal 
set of generators of it ~ = M+ - -  (M+) 2 is a code, so that by Eq. (4.1) 
and Lemma 4.1 one has 
M is free +-+ 11)/is a code +-+ (X*  - -  M) n M-1M n MM -1 = ~,  
that is the Schiitzenberger theorem. 
In conclusion we observe that if A _C X + from the condition A code <--+ the 
product A*A is unambiguous and by Eq. {2.10) with A replaced by M ~ A*, 
B = A ,  C = M +, one also gets: 
A code +-+ M+A n A = ;~ and (X*  - -  M)  n M-1M n AA -1 = ~.  
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The condition A n M+A -~ ;~ expresses again the minimality of the set 
A(A  C_ X+)  of the generators of M and the equation (X*  - -  M)  ~ M-1M 
AA -1 -~ ;~ is equivalent to (X* --  3I)  n M-1M n MM -1 ~ ~,  as it is 
possible to prove in a way similar to that of Lemma 4.1. 
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